Exhibit: "A Journey In Abstraction"
Artist: Jane Miles

Opening Reception was held on Thursday, March 8, 2018 from 6-8pm

Jane Miles has been creating ever since she could hold a pair of scissors. A former educator and college advisor, she blends both keen vision and a passion for human development to create art rich with color, movement and emotion. Her recent paper collages feature doorways or arches to evoke experiences of growth and the human connection we all share.

Jane continues to experiment with new mediums and tools although intuitive abstract painting, though mono print paper collage remains a favorite technique. Her mixed media works combine mono print paper (made with a polymer printing plate) with a variety of paints, inks and texture tools to create depth that invites viewers to participate in the worlds she creates. She used this process to illustrate Willa's Journey Home in 2014, a children’s book available locally at The Novel Neighbor and through the illustrator. She has shown work previously at The Green Door Art Gallery, SOHA Art Gallery and Serendipity Art Gallery.